
The study of "effective filtration efficiency” of a face mask

The effective �ltration efficiency of a face mask depends on the following points:

1. Filtration Efficiency of the face mask: E  – E measures the "Filtration Efficiency". It is 
calculated through a “Bacterial �ltration efficiency” test and it is expressed as "Filtration 
Efficiency Percentage", If the result is 98%, it means 98. E will be Er (effective �ltration 
efficiency) if all the air�ow will be breathed through the mask

2. Breathability: R – R measures the pressure loss produced in the mask when the user 
is breathing. R must be <60 Pa/cm2. A high value of R means that it is difficult to breathe 
and also in case of a bad adjustment of the face covering, this high resistance to the 
air�ow through the mask,makes more un�ltered air to pass through the holes that are not 
covered by the mask and this more un�ltered air makes also the holes bigger and that´s 
why the “Facial Adjustment” concept is so important.

3. Facial Adjustment: A – Is the percentage of facial �t on the face of the user. The 
highest value, the less gaps without coverage on the face, that´s why "Twistband" and the 
“Pattern of the face mask" are so important.

4. Efficiency Coefficient: KE – Is the ratio between the air�ow that is breathed through 
the mask and the total breathed air. This KE coefficient is less than 1 and  it is calculated 
based on the Breathability of the Mask (R) and the Facial Fit (A). Effective �ltration 
efficiency is the result of multiplying "Filtration Efficiency" (E)" by the Efficiency Coefficient. 
(KE).

5. Effective filtration efficiency”Er

Er = E x KE

Er:  Effective Filtration Efficiency
E:   Filtration Efficiency (measured in laboratories)
R:   Breathability
A:    Facial Adjustment (percentage)

KE =
A (100-R)

10.000-AR

Er = E x
A (100-R)

10.000-AR
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